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The Uniqueness of Integrals for Hopf Algebras 
and Some Existence Theorems 
of Integrals for Commutative Hopf Algebras* 
Let G be a representable group scheme, which is represented by a Hopf 
algebra A. Regarding A as functions on the group (scheme), a “Haar” 
integral for G is a linear functional on A with certain invariance properties, 
in analogy with the real Haar integral for compact groups [I]. In this light, 
an integral for a Hopf algebra A is an element in the linear dual to .-I which 
is translation invariant to within scalar multiples. Integrals in this context 
have been studied in [2] and [4]. 
For finite-dimensional Hopf algebras, it is shown in [2] that the space of 
integrals is one-dimensional. This result should be thought of as existence 
and uniqueness of a “Haar” integral. However, for infinite-dimensional 
Hopf algebras, it was not known if the space of integrals could have a dimen- 
sion other than zero or one. We show here that it cannot, so that if a nonzero 
integral exists for a Hopf algebra, it is unique to within scalar multiples. 
There are Hopf algebras with nonzero integrals vanishing on the constants. 
However, we will show that for commutative Hopf algebras, this can happen 
onlv over fields of positive characteristic. For this reason, in characteristic 
zero, commutative Hopf algebras with nonzero integrals should be thought 
of as the Hopf algebras of compact groups. The analogy- is accurate because 
Hopf algebras with integrals that do not vanish on the constants are precisely 
the ones where all rational modules are completely reducible for the group 
scheme represented by such a Hopf algebra. This recalls real compact groups 
again [I]. 
If G is ap-group, k a field of characteristicp :‘- 0, and &AI the Hopf algebra 
dual to kG, then X = xgEGg is an integral for z3, where 
dY(l) -= [G] =:~ 0. 
* Written during an N.S.F. Traitleeship. 
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SO. cvcn for commutative reduced Hopf algebras in positive characteristic 
there may bc a nonzero integral which vanishes on constants. However, \vc 
sho\v that if k is a perfect field and ,d is a commutative integral domain Hopf 
algebra. then a nonzero integral for .-1 does not vanish on constants. This leads 
us to a demonstration that “many” algebraic groups in positive characterktic, 
such as G1(n, k) where i-2 ; I 1, do not possess nonzero integrals. 
Regarding II as a left Il-comodule via il : H - H @I H, k 1 is a sub- 
ccbmodulc. An injective comodule envelope 7 C II of k 1 contains all informa- 
tion about possible integrals for II in the sense that if P is a comodule com- 
plement to J in H, then any integral must vanish on P. In Theorem I. I, 
we show that the existence of a nonzero integral for II is equivalent to the 
finite dimensionality of J over k. 
In the last section, we show that a Hopf algebra with too many primitil-es 
or too long a ~~ 1 sequences of divided powers [see Section 31 has nn nonzero 
integral. From another point of view, the group scheme represented by 
the Hopf algebra may have too many rational representations of the kind 
that come from these elements to have a nonzero integral. 
Existence questions of integrals for noncommutative Hopf algebras, 
in the spirit of those answered in Section 2, are still open. 
PRELIMINARIES 
The Itzte~gml 
1Ve will consider a Hopf algebra H over a field k, with comultiplication 
13 : IJ - H 0 H, d(h) L &) hc,, @ hc2) for 11 t H, and with augmentation 
E: H+k. 
For h E H and h* E H*, write (h*, h) for the value of h* at h. W* is an 
algebra with multiplication “*” given by 
forf, g E H* and h E H. Reference [4] uses this notation. 
DEFINITION. X E H* is a left integral for H if for all 0” E H* g-+X =: 
(s, 1)X. %‘rite 1, C N* for the space of left integrals for 11. 
We observe that under the extension of scalars from k to k, the algebraic 
closure, I,, extends to a subspace of 1, Xj,c , so that dimension If1 :“, dimension 
ZHd:kE . Hence, if we prove that dimension IH :< 1 for Hopf algebras over 
algebraically closed fields, then also dimension IH .< 1 for 11 a Hopf algebra 
over any field. 
I, -<_ IffO$ . (1) 
‘The coradical K of a Hopf algebra I/ is the- sum of the simple subcoalgehras 
of /I The sum is direct \\‘c witc I?,, for R A “. A R (n wedges) [5, p. 179]. 
i&i :i (, is called the coradical filtraGon of If and 1i Ui ,, I?,, (5, p. I8 j]. 
SoIv \vc’ ilre \vorking o\ er an algcl~raically closed field k. Ixt 11. Ix a simple 
suhcoalgehra of II. IVe intend to associate lvith ;\’ a subset of K’ that will 
participate in the splitting up of 11. .‘L: can lx identified with tlrc dual of 
.lI(n, I?), w . II matrices over Ir, for so~ne II. I,et c’,~ be the c.lement of .ll(u, k) 
with (i,j)-entry 1, and the other entries 0. In the usual iderMication 
of .lZ(u, k) with the second dual of :11(u, k), write tcv,,) for the clement of .\: 
identified with c,, , I i II. Extend CJ(\.,,) to a11 of R bq. setting it cq~~al to 0 
on the other simple subcoalgetx-as. \I‘e note that this is an idempotent clement 
of If’. 
A flopf ;llgebra Fwtnulu and u Conlgehra Spliftiy Tlreove~tr 
\\.e display two results of Sweedler’s. 
‘This is a formula (Sweedler) for a, h t II, X-an integral, and S the antipode: 
1 qs, q,,S(h) _ cl(,) c C”.\., US(b(,)) h($ . (2) ,l, 1 ,i,, 
Before giving the proof, \ve define actions “F”, “--” of II on [I’, given, 
respectively, h>- 
,‘/I 4 - h, g,, A-‘, >@S(h) ,
and 
(11 - /I*, <4”) h *, $1) 
for ii” E If”, Il c H, and g E II. 
(*) comes from identity (2.4) of [4]: 
for R*‘, k* E II”, and b t II. 
\I:hen /I* - S, (2.4) changes into 
Apply each side to a E H and obtain the identity 
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Then there is the identity 
since the t\vo sides arc equal at each z* E II”. This identity is (*) by the 
definition of the action y-. 
\\:e call K separable if for each simple subcoalgebra i?‘C K, 3’” is a 
separable algebra. 
St~.r,r~n-c; ‘I’IIEORERI (Sweedler). For C‘ a coaljiebra with sefmahle 
coradical R, there csists a coalxebra nzap p : (.‘ -F R with p ! R I. 
\Yv first present t\vo lemmas used in the proof.’ 
The proof is obvious. 
LEMN.~ U. Fov C a jinite-dimensional coalgebra with separable coradical R 
and D C C a suhcoalgebra, if p : D + D n R is a coalgebva map with 
p ! I> n R _ I, then there exists a coalgebra map T : C---f R with T ! R = I 
aud 77 1 11 p. 
Pwqf. Let E -: kernel p C D. Then in the diagram 
where j = r’oi , 
we have kernel j = (0), because 
kernel j = R f~ E = R n D n E =: (R n D) n kernel p -7 (0). 
Hence, Imj C coradical C/E. The opposite inclusion follows from a fact (+) 
from coalgebra theory, viz., if f : G - H is a surjective coalgebra map, then 
.f (coradical G) contains coradical H. Hence j maps R isomorphically onto 
the coradical of C/E. 
’ X proof of the splitting theorem simpler than this one is obtained \,I; applying 
Zorn’s lemma to the set of coideals of C which intersect R only at 0, ordered by in- 
clusion, and then showing that for a maximal element J, R z C/J, via R - C + C/J. 
ripply the dual of the I\-cdderburn splitting theory to K -‘+ I‘ I:’ to find 
a coalgcbra map ii : C,‘B f K with ;i - i I, or, in other words, 7; T’ i 1. 
?7 ? 7;’ is an element of the kind rcquircd 1)~. the lemma. 
\\.e are in a position to giv-e a proof of the thcorenr. 
IMine an ordering “. ” on pairs (F, YT), whcrc F is a subcoalgebr-a of (’ 
md 7T : F- +F n K is a coalgebra map Lvith 7~ FIT R 1: 
(G, 71’) . . (F, x) if GCF an d T c ?7’. 
Let (G, 7T) bc a maximal clement for the ordering, from Zorn’s lemma. 
-1pply Lemma A to (G, 7T) and (R, I) to find that R C G, by the maximalitl; 
of (G, fi). Non- if G i C, take x E c‘ ~ G and let H be the finite-dimensional 
subcoalgcbra of C generated b>- x. Using the fact (+) stated in the proof 
of Lemma B, it is quite easy to see that Im(+ ~ G n H) 11 n R, the 
coradical of /I. Apply Lemma I3 to G A NC II and fi G n If to find that 
there exists a pair (H,‘T), where TT : I/ ~+ H n R and T ~ G n H 7i G n II. 
Apply Lemma A to (II, T) and (G, X) and conclude that (G, +) is not maximal. 
Hence G -~ C. in fact. 
COROLLARY. !f k is perfect, tlzen the splittiqs emi.<t. 
Proof. \Vhen k is perfect, R is separable. 
We apply this corollary to the situation of a Hopf algebra II over an alge- 
braicallv closed field k in order to secure an exact sequence 
where p i R = I, K is a coideal, and .j an inclusion map. Denote by 
/I+ : R” ---f H * the algebra map dual to p : H-F R above, and let e(h.,,) 
henceforth denote ~*(e(,~,,)). IVe observe that 
where 1 is multiplication in H*. 
For convenience, we let e1 stand for e(,~,r,r) . 
A Rational Action qf HI* on H 
In this section we give a bi-action of H* on H and state some properties 
of the action that are useful in splitting up If. A : N-t H (5 H gives 
H an H-bi-comodule structure and induces on H an H*-hi-module 
structure, denoted - (respectivTely, -) on the left (right), where 
h- h* = 1 (II*, h,,,) h(,, 
( h 1 
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We state without proof some immediate properties of the diagonalizations 
of elements of H - e, . 
fI - eh, d and (eh,d - W (4) 
are subcomodules of H as a right (left) H-comodule. 
d(H i SZ(,,~)) C N 0 H f K 0 H. (5) 
v E R,, - e1 implies da E 1 9 ‘u -j- K !a R,--, . (6) 
LEIIILIA I. C(N,z) e(,,i) - If = H. The sum is taken oz:ey (X, i) zvhew :I; 
is simple and 1 s-: i -I’ 12 where n” is the dimensio?l qf ic’. The sum is direct and 
the miwov statement ho1d.y .for tke action c-. 
Proof. Let C,, denote the suhcoalgcbra of H generated by h E H. A check 
will show that 
N slmyle c c‘,, 
The proof of directness is the observation (3). 
Under A : H -+ H ‘2) H, Z-I is an injective right II-comodule [4, p. 3321. 
By Lemma 1, Ii -e, is a right H-comodule direct summand of If and so 
I; -~~- er is itself injective. Furthermore, /I -- e, is an essential extension of 
the trivial subcomodule (the identity) of H. Hence, 
LEMMA 2. If - el is an injectire (comodule) enaelope -for the triz!ial sub- 
conzodule of II. 
I’KOPOSITION I. If the antipode S is irzjertizre, then dim(e, - H) = ,a2irtl 
dim(l1 i ~~ PI). 
The proof is via two lemmas. 
Lmnm 3. There is a basis {v,; .fov Ii ‘-- e1 such that le.,: n Ri is a basis 
for Xi i-- e, , for each i. 
This lemma is evident. 
Lm\rnIA4 4. Let {ai: be as in Lemma 3. If S is inject&e, then (e, - Sui] is 
a linearly independent set in S(H). 
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Proof. By (6) e, - S(aj) i S(cj) -(- q, , with q, E S(Il_,), for each 
vj t R, -_ RimI . Hence, using (8), (3 r(e, 2 S(vj)) --e, = z’~ -I- tj , with 
t;, E R, ~1 --eI, 
Let 
c hj(el - S(v,)) = 0, ,CM CwmMl 1 
with no Aj = 0, be a purported relation. Then we have 
0 =- 1 A,((S-ye, --I S(@,))) i e,) -~ c X,(zJ; --IfJ. 
IEM /EM 
Let i,, be minimal with the propert!- (z, 1 J’ c M> C R,,, , and write 
Then we have 
L {; ; i E 31 and zli E R;,, - R ,,,- 1/. 
0 - 2 A,@, I x Xjt, : c X,(Cj tJ 
,CL, JEL. )EM-I. 
The last two sums are in 11,(,--r i- er and we may \vrite for their sum 
xjcp h,‘v, , where $, jj i P] C R;,ml n (T,,, ’ I> is some finite set and hj’ E k. 
Hence we have 
By the choice of [z,t, {z(.,),~~,~~ , is independent, and furthermore, A, ~,J’ 0 for 
j E I, and L is not empty by the choice of i,, . Hence the above relation is not 
possible. 
Ptmf of l'rvposition 1. By Lemma 4, dim(c, --1 II) dim(fI ,!- er) 
By symmetry, dim(e, --\ H) -- dim(If /- e,) 
Regard H as a left N-comodule via A : if -+ II 3 EI. Then Iz I is a 
subcomodule of fi. ‘Il’e show that if f1 is a Hopf algebra over a field k, then 
the existence of a nonzcro left integral for 11 is equivalent to the finite dimen- 
sionslity of an H-comodule injective envelope for the subcomodule k I of II. 
\Vc show that if there is a nonzero integral for a Hopf algebra H, then it is 
unique to within scalar multiple. 
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For H, a Hopf algebra over an algebraically closed field L, let 
0 - K - H--f R -+ 0 be a coalgebra splitting for H. 
‘I’HEOREM I. Let H be a Hopf algebra ovey a field k. There is a nonxevo 
left integral fey H ;f and only if an injective envelope for the subcomodule k . 1 
qf H is jinife-dimensional over k. 
I’voof. Assume first that k is algebraically closed. We note that all 
injcctive envelopes of a subcomodule have the same dimension, and that 
e, - II is an injective envelope for k 1, by the mirror proof to that used in 
Lemma 2. Hence in this case, where k is algebraically closed, it is enough 
to show that the finite dimensionality of e, - H is equivalent to the existence 
of a nonzero integral. 
Assume that dim(e, - II) < a. By (4), 
(N,L) 
N i i, 
is a subcomodule of the left H-comodulc H, that is, a left coideal of H. 
By Lemma I, codim(L) --: dim(r, - II); also dim(e, - II) is not zero since 
1 tel -- H. Hence we conclude that 0 < codim(L) < m. By (2.14) of [4], 
H has an integral if it contains a proper coidcal of finite codimension, which 
our L is. 
Assume that S + 0 is an integral for T-I. Let h E /f have 0 # <X, h’. 
(S, iii Le, , 1 >(X, 1~) = <e, * S, 12) :m <S, k iP e,>, using the definition 
of an integral. So (S, h .‘-- el; -,k 0. \Tl’ritc u! for h --e, and JJ7 for the sub- 
comodulc of the right H-comodule H, generated by zu. By (4) Jlr C H - e1 , 
and, by basic coalgebra theory, a single element generates a finite-dimensional 
comodule, so that dim(I1’) < 03. \T:e claim that in fact IT7 ~ TI L- e, . 
Suppose that this is not so. Since uz ,, R, = N, there exists a minimal n 
with R,, i e, p TJ;. From (6) it follows quickly that 1 E JJ’, and so n i I. 
Take any ~1 t (R, -eel) - II-. In (2), take a = x and b ~- c. 
‘I’he right side of (*) -v + t, with t E R12~m1, by (6). The left side of (*) c-2, 
for some z c- Jr; since JP is a right comodulc. We have u” = zl + t implies 
that z ‘-~ el :- G -- e1 -I- t i-- p1 , which in turn implies that z = es +- t -- e1 , 
by (8), which implies that z’ =: z - (t ~~-e,). Rut z ~ (t L- e,) E lJ’, bv 
the minimality of n and with the stated property. 2: E IT’ is a contradiction, 
however. Thus TJ’ ~~ I1 - e1 and dimension (H ,-mm e,) is finite. Furthermore, 
the existence of a nonzero integral for H implies that the antipode is injective 
[4, p. 33 I]. Proposition I says that dimension (e, - I-I) is finite also in this cast. 
Xow let 11 be a Hopf algebra over any field k, and let J be an injective 
envelope for k I. Let R’ be the sum of all simple subcoalgebras of H 
other than F: . 1, so that R =-- ?z 1 0 R’, and R’ n J -: (0). Take the 
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comodule map p’ : J f R’ + J, which takes K’ to 0 and is the identity on 1. 
J + R’ is a subcomodule of H, so by the mapping properties of injectives, 
p’ can be extended to a map p : EI --+ J. Hence, setting ker( p) = I’, we have 
II : / @ P and R’ C P. 
Consider next H @,, k. H (& Ii : J @,, k c P &tl: /i. Since I1 ,A,~. k 
is an injectivc left II @,; k ~ comodulc, J $3,; k, a direct comodule summand 
of an inject&, is itself an inject&. \Ve show that in fact J GJi; 17 IS an injoctive 
envelope of k 1. I:sing coalgebra techniques, one can show that the coradical 
7’ of II @,, ii is contained in R N&,, k k 1 3 R’ $,, 6. Since 14’ C P, 
R’ <Sk k C P i2,\ ii; and since /I ,$,, k J @,( k i”‘j P &,, k, xvc cc~nclud~ 
that 7’ 17 J ?;A k C R (,.‘I~ k n J $;,, ?i k I. Hence / :&k has a unique 
simple subcomodule, namcl!. /< I, and so is an csscntial estcnsion of ii I, 
‘Therefore J fy~,( k is an injcctivc envelope for k I Since any two injecti\-e 
envelopes for k I ha\-c the same dimension over lz, we havL that 
dimb(r, Emil II) dim,;(J +:,, 12) =- dim,,(J), and the proof is complctc. 
THEoIERI 2 (1.niqucnrss Theorem). IA H he a iiopj algehtr mw any 
field k. Then dim I, I 
As we observed in (I), a proof for the case whet-c A is algebraically closed 
wl:ill he enough. Define a linear map 
by 
and look to a lemma before the proof of the theorem. 
T,EMTuA 5. 
the elements of II’ vanishing on the comodule in the parentheses. 
Proof. For q E (FJ x-- e(,V,i~), where ,V :i k, (5) says that dq E \- ‘$1 fi $- 
K @:I H, w-hile for p t (el - H), the mirror statement of 4.2 says that 
dp t H @ k $- H Ej K. In (2) for a = c/, h -7 p and <I’ E I,, ; x\-ve have, 
therefore, that the left side of (i) =m %! -t y, i ‘or some v E K and F F- A’, and 
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the right side of (*) = w + Z, for some w E k and z E K. Hence 
y -- w t R n K = (0), and soy = w is an element of h n N, which is the set 
(0), so that y = w = 0. In view of this fact, one may check that we have 
(X r-p, qj ::= (X, qS( p)} = ,(a + y) = C(E) = 0, C(W) = 0 because u E K, 
a coideal. This finishes the proof of the lemma since (X-p, q) = 0 is 
what we had to show. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We cite two facts: 
(I) If dimension IH ;- 0, the antipode is injective [4, p. 3311. ‘IZ’e will 
use this fact together with Proposition 1. 
(2) ,r : IH @ (e, - H) + Z-I* is an injection. This follows immediatel! 
from (2.10) of [4]. 
Iysing these facts and Lemma 1, one may verify this chain: 
tlim(p, 2 I-I) ::: dim(Zi - e, ) = codim i c Ii - ecN,;,) ,; dim(Img) 
(N.1) 
N f i: 
= dim(1, 0 (e, - II)) = dim(IH) dim(e, 2 H). 
\f’e compare the first and last terms and see that dimension 1,, g 1, since, 
bb- the Corollary to Theorem 1, e, - M has finite dimension. 
2. INTEGRALS FOR COMMUTATIVE HOPI: ALGEBRAS 
\Vc deal with involutory Hopf algebras over fields of characteristic zero, 
and with commutative integral domain Hopf algebras over perfect fields of 
positive characteristic. In particular, we will conclude that GZ(n, k) has 
a “Haar” integral if and only if characteristic k is zero or n == 1. 
A Hopf algebra is called cosemisimple if it is equal to its coradical. 
FACT A. There is an integral X for a IIopf algebra H with (X, 1) + 0 
if and only if II is cosemisimple [4, 3.21. 
'IkEOREhI? 3. There is a nonzero integral A7 for an inzolutory Hopf algebra 
I1 orer a jield k of characteristic 0 if and only ;f H is cosemisimple. 
Proof. Cosemisimplicity is sufficient for the existence of a nonzcro 
integral, by Fact A. 
2 This theorem was originally proved for commutative Hopf algebras, but R.. G. 
Larson pointed out that the proof only needed S 0 S = id., where S is the antipode. 
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sow suppose that X is a nonzero integral. We will show that c,X, 1,) ;? 0. 
Suppose that (X, 1) does equal zero. Let e, be defined with respect to some 
coalgebra splitting for R ---f H, which exists by the corollary to the splitting 
theorem. It is easy to see that there exist sequences {aj}F, [n,), ,, , where 
{v,) C II dP ei and z’r =m 1, ~+r = 0 and, furthermore, {u~}:A+~ is a hasis for 
Ri L- e, , and ‘(vi) --~ 0 forj ,‘r 2. Take any z’ E I1 with <X, n> =:- I. It is easy 
to see that <X, (v --q) - ~(72 i- el)‘; 1, since :S, 1, = 0. For con- 
venience, write w for (z j -e,) - c(z) L- er). Since u! E If--e, , a right 
N-comodule with basis [ajj, Au! may be written C,‘l, z’, @ Y, , for some 
(1-,j c II. 
Take any z,? E {zj) and say that lzi < m : n,_i . For a w, and 6 ~~ G,,, , 
(2) gives the relation 
i (S, Y,s(v,,,): 72, .= y -: z’,,( , for some y E Rim, , 
I-1 
using (6), and the fact that <X, W> : I. Applying er , under the action (-), 
to this identity, and writing y ~-e, in terms of the basis {Q,) as I.:“, h,~, , 
we have the identity 
which in turn implies that (X, v,,S(v,,)) = 1, by the independence of {v~} 
and the fact that ni < m. We also have that 
il “‘(‘J) z- ‘(ZL’)> b>v the definition of s, 
= 0, by the choice of ze. 
Hence, i yjS(v,) ~:: 0, by the involutory condition. 
i-l 
Therefore, we have 
,/, := -f (X, YjS(Vj)) = p, f YjS(Vj)) = (X, 0) = 0, 
j=l ,- 1 
since (X, v,,&S(@,,)) = 1 for 1 ::l nz ‘< 8. 
Therefore, if X is a nonzero integral for H, where (X, I> == 0, then charac- 
teristic /z / dimension (H -e,). I p .t n ar icu ar, if characteristic k is zero and S 1 
is a nonzero integral, then (X, 1) # 0. Hence by Fact A, H is cosemisimple. 
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Commutative Integral Domain Hopf Algebras over Perfect Fields 
LEMMA 6. If H is a commutative finitely generated integral domain O’opf 
algebra over a field of characteristic p > 0, then 
Proof. It is an easy consequence of [6, (2.10)], applied to the augmentation 
ideal of H, since sep H (= the subalgebra of H of elements which satisfy 
a separable polynomial in k[S]) is k in an integral domain. 
COROLLARY 1. If H is a commutative integral domain Hopf algebra lover 
a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, and 21 -I’- k is a simple subcoalgebra 
of H, then 
c AZfl” -(- k is direct. 
71 0 
Proof. Cr=, MD” + k is contained in the sub-Hopf algebra of H gener.ated 
by dZ, so that we may suppose that ZZ itself is finitely generated for the proof 
of this theorem. By the perfectness of k and the lack of nonzero nilpotents 
in ZZ, Ail”” is a simple coalgebra for each n. If the sum is not direct, then t.here 
exists a j such that 
Since A&“’ is simple, we have, by basic coalgebra theory, that ;12~~’ = MIX”’ 
for some n #:j or that Mfl’ = k. In either case, Ml” C fib, HI’” = k, and 
so dim(Ml”) = 1. Since H has no nilpotents except 0, dim(M) = 1 also and 
AZ =: k . a, for some group-like a. lLIoreover, since AZ~” =m k, there exists 
X E lz such that 
0 = ai” - X = (a - (h)l/i”, where (X)l’p’ 
is in k since k is perfect. Since 0 is the only nilpotent, we conclude that a E k, 
which is not possible because ill # 12. 
COROLLARY 2. Let IZ be a commutative integral domain ZIopf algebra over 
a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Let M # k be a simple subcoalgebra of H 
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and let WC k A M be a subcoalgebra of II which contains k and Al. If 0- + IV, ~~, 
IT’ -, R, - 0 is a coalgebra splitting for rV, then 
Proof. We need to show directness. Choose a coalgebra splitting for 33, 
0 + N - 33 ---f R + 0. One may check that, for s E /z A 42/j’, 
s -~- e(,f,,,(, -I- PI 
1 
while, for y E x.11 ,/ ,, k A NJ~“, (2, e(,w,,i,,) -{ 
Hence if x = y, then N = y E k. In particular, 
then x E k. 
Hence the sum is direct. 
.-i ,y. 
4 - y t 17, b)- (.‘orollar~ 1. 
if 
THEOREM 4. If H is a commutative integral domain Hopf algebra over 
a perfect Jield k, then there is nonzero integral for fI if and only if N i.v cosemi- 
simple. 
Proof. Theorem 3 covers the case where characteristic k -= 0. Let charac- 
teristic k = p > 0 and suppose that -I’ + 0 is an integral for 33. By Fact A 
to show cosemisimplicitv it is enough to show (S, I>, + 0. Suppose that in 
fact (X, I> :: 0, and choose a coalgebra splitting for Z3. Since R, - cl : k, 
we have that <X, R, -ee,> 0; while at the same time, we have that 
(A-, H - e,) # 0. Hence there must be some element h in (R, -e,) - 
(R, ‘-- er). Bq’ Lemma 1, thcrc is a pair (M, i), where M is simple and 
e(M,d - h E (R, L-- ei) -- (R, i-~ e,). Then we have that 
v = P(;~,,) -\ h E k A M - (k -4. AI). 
We will deal with the case M = k first. 
Observe that k A k C R, L- e, _ Hence, the set [ 1, c, z’:‘, a”2 ,... ] C II - e, , 
since it is contained in k A k. Lemma 6, applied to the sub-Hopf algebra 
of H generated by v, says that this set is independent. Hence, 
co = dim(H L-e,) 
:= dim(e, - 33), by Proposition 1. 
This violates the Corolla.ry to Theorem I. 
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If AT + k, let W be the subcoalgebra of H generated by ‘u and choose 
a splitting for It’ as in 2.6. Since 71 E K A fzrl ~- (k @ nl), we may write 
%’ = x -f- ??I, + 11, ) where h E k, m,. t >\I, and 0 -f n, E NW ,. 
AT:” C 1 (3 z”’ + 1-I <% ill”, by 4.4, and so 
CL’ IIn . el _= Z.,fn i- n1 (/PI ’ for some element )?l ( ,,% ) E A3 iJn, 
-= A’,” -1 n2~sn - ny 4 Yn,,~,, .,’ 
Since II,. ~:= 0, we have by C’orollary 2 to I~emma 6 that {vl” -ee,ji is independ- 
ent. Once again this is not possible by the C’orollary to Theorem 1. 
Gl(n, k) 
The Hopf algebra representing the group scheme Gl(n, -) over a field k is 
localized at the determinant form. 
I’~ou$ If k is algebraically closed, it follows from [3, Theorems 2, 31 
that the Hopf algebra for Gl(n, -), 11, is cosemisimple if and only if charac- 
teristic k ~~ 0 or n -: 1. Hence there is a nonzero integral for H if and only 
if characteristic k -= 0 or n 1, by Theorem 4, since k is algebraically closed 
and II is an integral domain. By the observation (I), the “only if” part is still 
true for k not algebraically closed. On the other hand, if k is some field and 
IJ :\,,, k is cosemisimple, then H itself is cosemisimple. Hence for charac- 
teristic /i 0 or II 1, the II for GZ(n, ---) is cosemisimple even if k is not 
algebraically closed. Hence I1 has an integral, by Fact A. 
3. Sam HOPF ALO~HRAS FOR \\'HICH THERE IS so NON-ZERO INTEGRAL 
Let a and 0 be group-likes in a Hopf algebra H. We define a sequence of 
a - h divided powers of length n to he a sequence {zu~}~=, C H, where w0 = 1 
and 
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LEMMA 7. If {wi}: is an a ~ I sequence of divided powers with zcl # R,, , 
then w,, E R,,, - R,,,+l , where 1 <z rn _ n. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
THEOREM 6. Let {a,,); be a sequence of group-like elements in a Hopf 
algebra H. If N has an a,, - I sequence of divided powers (cn,wi) of length n, 
fov each n cc 1, where (,pl $ R,, , then there is not a nonzevo integral for H. 
J’mof. Rv (I), WC may assume /z is algebraically closed. For each n, 
{e,- -’ tn)wiji 1s an independent set, because for each i, where 0 i ’ II, 
~c have that 
,-I 
el - (7r)~~i ~~~ (n)zcL’i +- c A, (ll)zoj E Ri - R,p, , 
/ I 
by Lemma 7. Hence dimension (el 1 tl) n. for each n, and so there is no 
nonzero integral by the Corollary to Theorem I. 
r~HEOREII 7. Jf there is a nonxero i?ltqqra/ fo?, li, a Jl’opf algebm, then 
the space of p+nitives of H is finifr dimensional. 
Proof. P, the space of primiti\-es, C I< A k C e, - ti. If dimension 
(P) ‘a, then the Corollary to Theorem I says that /I has no nonzcro 
integral. 
1 thank Moss Sweedler for the use of some of his unpublished results :md for 
helpful suggestions in the course of this work. 
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